Introducing the

Table Urinal Holder
“A convenient and sanitary solution”

TARGET MARKET:
• Hospital patients or those at home with
limited mobility.

FEATURES:
• One button adjustable height.
• Wheels with independent locks.
• Indentations for easy placement of urinals
in different orientations.

PATENT INFORMATION
A provisional and design patent
application has been filed as of May 2018. The
patent search was performed by The Mars
Rising Network. It was concluded that there is
nothing similar to this product on the market,
which means this unique device could be
patented and used by hospitals everywhere.

SUMMARY

See how it works!
Watch the video at
www.tableurinalholder.com

Easily adjust the height
for any size bed.

The Table Urinal Holder

The Urinal Table is a much needed utility for hospitals. Currently, patients who require a urinal during their hospital stay must
either keep it in their bed with them, place
it on the table where their food will be delivered during meal times, or else place it
on the floor. Many patients requiring a urinal are not able to get out of bed, or are at
risk for falls. Placing the urinal on the floor is

not the best course of action for a recovering patient. The Urinal Table provides a place
to store both used and unused urinals while
recovering without adding additional stress
and while also keeping other areas, such as
food trays and the bed, sanitary.
The Urinal Table features three indentations specifically molded to the shape of the
urinal. Two of the indentations are for when
the urinal is in a prone position, while one is
when the urinal is being kept upright. These
indentations keep the urinals from sliding
around and tipping over if the Urinal Table
needs to be moved.
The Urinal Table also has the ability to
have its height adjusted so that it can accommodate beds that are raised or lowered
in the hospital. A simple peg can be pushed
to adjust the height with holes at one inch
increments. This means that the Urinal Table
can be adjusted to about any height to ensure the patient can reach the table while
remaining comfortable.
The Urinal Table has wheels to make it
easy to move. Each wheel features a wheel
stop to lock the wheels in place to keep the
Urinal Table from moving out of reach by
accident.

For more information:
Carol Blackwood Young
Inventor
Apollo Beach, FL
PH: (813) 317-5169
Email: info@tableurinalholder.com
www.tableurinalholder.com

About the Developer
The inventor, Carol Blackwood Young of Apollo Beach, FL had an idea to help
those in hospitals or at home who have restricted mobility. Carol contacted
the Mars Rising Network and had a provisional and design patent application
filed and had the invention designed properly so that she may see success
with this great idea and turn it into a real product. She is actively seeking a
company that would have an interest in licensing the product for a royalty.
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